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KYLAN BROCK
IGCSE Mathematics
Cambridge University
Press
This revised set of
resources for Cambridge
IGCSE Business Studies
syllabus 0450 (and
Cambridge O Level
Business Studies syllabus
7115) is thoroughly
updated for the latest

syllabus for ﬁrst
examinations from 2015.
Written by experienced
teachers, the Coursebook
provides comprehensive
coverage of the syllabus.
Accessible language
combined with the clear,
visually-stimulating layout
makes this an ideal
resource for the course.
Questions and
explanation of key terms

reinforce knowledge;
diﬀerent kinds of activities
build application,
analytical and evaluation
skills; case studies
contextualise the content
making it relevant to the
international learner. It
provides thorough
examination support for
both papers with
questions at the end of
each chapter and an
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extensive case study at
the end of each unit. The
CD-ROM contains revision
aids, further questions
and activities. A Teachers
CD-ROM is also available.
Cambridge IGCSE First
Language English
Coursebook with Free
Digital Content Cambridge
University Press
Exam Board: Cambridge
International
Examinations Collins is
working with Cambridge
International
Examinations towards
endorsement of this title.
* Set homework easily or
oﬀer extra support where
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needed with a clear
correspondence between
the Workbook and
Student Book. * Following
the skills-building chapter
structure of Student Book,
the Workbook provides
additional practice of the
fundamental reading,
writing and speaking and
listening skills, covering
teaching points in more
depth and with more
scaﬀolding where
appropriate. * Practice
tasks for all the examquestion styles help
students to build their
writing stamina and
ﬂuency for all the writing

forms and purposes
required by the syllabus. *
The write-in format means
students can review and
revisit their learning,
providing a useful
reference for revision. *
Explanations and
activities have been
designed to be used by
students working
individually, without
teacher support, if
desired.
Cambridge IGCSE®
Business Studies
Coursebook with CDROM Cambridge
University Press
These resources have
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been created for the
Cambridge IGCSE® and O
Level Additional
Mathematics syllabuses
(0606/4037), for ﬁrst
examination from 2020.
This coursebook gives
clear explanations of new
mathematical concepts
followed by exercises.
This allows students to
practise the skills required
and gain the conﬁdence
to apply them. Classroom
discussion exercises and
extra challenge questions
have been designed to
deepen students'
understanding and
stimulate interest in

Mathematics. Answers to
coursebook questions are
in the back of the book.
IGCSE Cambridge
International
Mathematics (0607)
Extended Cambridge
University Press
Up-to-date resources
providing full coverage of
Cambridge IGCSE First
Language English (0500
and 0522) for ﬁrst
examination in 2015. This
Fourth edition Coursebook
is designed to support the
Cambridge IGCSE First
Language English (0500)
and Cambridge
International Level 1/Level
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2 Certiﬁcate First
Language English (0522).
A student-friendly
resource that teaches the
reading and writing
techniques required for
the Cambridge IGCSE, as
well as providing two
bespoke units on
speaking and listening
techniques, plus
embedded activities on
these skills throughout. It
includes carefully
designed activities on a
variety of engaging
topics, set out in 14 lively,
full-colour units. A
dedicated microsite for
Cambridge First Language
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English provides free
online resources to
support the course,
including answers to the
Coursebook activities.
Complete Additional
Mathematics for
Cambridge IGCSE® & O
Level Cambridge
University Press
New edition of our bestselling IGCSE Mathematics
textbook
Cambridge IGCSE and O
Level Accounting Collins
A subject-speciﬁc guide
for international
secondary teachers to
supplement learning and
provide resources for
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lesson planning.
Approaches to learning
and teaching Mathematics
is the result of close
collaboration between
Cambridge University
Press and Cambridge
International
Examinations. Considering
the local and global
contexts when planning
and teaching an
international syllabus, the
title presents ideas for
Mathematics with
practical examples that
help put theory into
context. Teachers can
download online tools for
lesson planning from our

website. This book is ideal
support for those studying
professional development
qualiﬁcations or
international PGCEs.
Cambridge IGCSE®
Mathematics Core and
Extended Coursebook
Cambridge University
Press
Build conﬁdence for the
latest Cambridge syllabus
with the clear, practicebased approach of the
Complete Mathematics
Revision Guide.
Supporting the Student
Book, it is packed with
clear explanations and
practice to support exam
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potential. It includes new
chapters on Compound
Interest Formulas and
Perpendicular Lines.
Revise IGCSE
Mathematics Collins
Provides full support for
students and teachers of
the Cambridge IGCSE®
Literature in English
syllabus.
Cambridge International
AS & A Level Further
Mathematics Coursebook
HarperCollins UK
These resources have
been created for the
Cambridge IGCSE® and O
Level Additional
Mathematics syllabuses

(0606/4037), for ﬁrst
examination from 2020.
The Cambridge IGCSE®
and O Level Additional
Mathematics Practice
Book works alongside the
coursebook to provide
students with extra
materials so they can
practise the required
syllabus skills. The
exercises have further
worked examples to help
students approach the
questions within. Answers
are provided in the back
of the book.
Issue 1,8271 July 7
2010 Cambridge
University Press
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Written by a principal
examiner to exactly
match the 0580 syllabus,
this text gives you a
sequential and logical
teaching path through the
full syllabus, addressing
the four curriculum areas.
A full set of solutions,
exam practice and worked
examples encourage
active learning, and a CD
oﬀers dynamic material
for every section of the
book.
Cambridge IGCSE
Literature in English
Hodder Education
Exam board: Cambridge
Assessment International
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Education Level: IGCSE
Subject: Mathematics First
teaching: September
2018 First exams:
Summer 2020 This title is
endorsed by Cambridge
Assessment International
Education to support the
full syllabus for
examination from 2020.
Reinforce learning and
deepen understanding of
the key concepts covered
in the latest syllabus; an
ideal course companion or
homework book for use
throughout the course. Develop and strengthen
skills and knowledge with
a wealth of additional
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exercises that perfectly
supplement the Student's
Book. - Build conﬁdence
with extra practice for
each lesson to ensure that
a topic is thoroughly
understood before moving
on. - Ensure students
know what to expect with
hundreds of rigorous
practice and exam-style
questions. - Keep track of
students' work with readyto-go write-in exercises. Save time with all
answers available in the
Online Teacher's Guide (a
subscription to the
Teacher Guide is £120 for
access until 31 August

2023). Student Textbook
Fourth edition (ISBN
9781510421684) Student
eTextbook (ISBN
9781510420649)
Whiteboard eTextbook
(ISBN 9781510420656)
Workbook (ISBN
9781510421707) Online
Teacher's Guide (ISBN
9781510424197) Study
and Revision Guide (ISBN
9781510421714)
Cambridge IGCSE®
English Workbook
Graphic Communications
Group
Collins Cambridge
IGCSE(r) Maths Student
Book Second Edition
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provides in-depth
coverage of every aspect
of the latest Cambridge
IGCSE(r) Mathematics
0580 syllabus for
examination from 2015
onwards. We are working
with Cambridge
International
Examinations towards
endorsement of this title.
The resource covers the
Core and Extended
curriculum. Support and
challenge students with
the Core curriculum and
Extended curriculum
together in one book. This
also aids transition from
Core to Extended. Help

students to prepare for
examination with
Cambridge questions from
previous papers. Develop
problem solving with
ﬂagged questions that
require students to apply
their skills, often in real
life, international
contexts. Cover the
curriculum with
conﬁdence with clear
references to what
students will learn at the
start of every chapter.
See what level students
are working at with all
questions labelled Core or
Extended. Emphasise the
relevance of maths with
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'Why this chapter matters'
showing maths in
everyday life or historical
development. Consolidate
understanding with tried
and tested questions in
extensive practice
exercises and detailed
worked examples. Deliver
a fully international
course with international
examples, contexts,
names, currency and
locations. Encourage
students to check their
work with answers to all
exercise questions at the
back of the book.
Examination answers are
only available in the
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Teacher s Pack. (r) IGCSE
is the registered
trademark of Cambridge
International
Examinations."
Cambridge IGCSE®
Biology Coursebook
with CD-ROM OUP
Oxford
This Cambridge IGCSE®
Mathematics Core and
Extended series has been
authored to meet the
requirements of the
Cambridge IGCSE®
Mathematics syllabus
(0580/0980), for ﬁrst
examination from 2020.
This second edition of
Cambridge IGCSE®
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Mathematics Core and
Extended Coursebook
oﬀers complete coverage
of the Cambridge IGCSE
Mathematics (0580/0980)
syllabus. It contains
detailed explanations and
clear worked examples,
followed by practice
exercises to allow
students to consolidate
the required
mathematical skills. The
coursebook oﬀers
opportunities for checking
prior knowledge before
starting a new chapter
and testing knowledge
with end-of-chapter and
exam-practice exercises.

Core and Extended
materials are presented
within the same book and
are clearly signposted to
allow students to see the
range of mathematics
required for study at this
level. Answers are at the
back of the book.
Complete Mathematics for
Cambridge IGCSE®
Cambridge University
Press
Exam board: Cambridge
Assessment International
Education Level: IGCSE
Subject: Mathematics First
teaching: September
2018 First exams:
Summer 2020 This title is
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endorsed by Cambridge
Assessment International
Education to provide full
support for the Core
content of the syllabus for
examination from 2020.
Rely on a tried-and-tested
approach to improving
mathematical skills;
ensure full coverage of
the latest Cambridge
IGCSE Mathematics Core
syllabus (0580/0980) with
a new emphasis on
problem-solving. - Trust
an experienced team of
authors oﬀering advice on
how to put theory into
practice with plenty of
exercises, worked

examples and solutions. Develop problem-solving
skills with guidance on
problem-solving
techniques to help
complete open-ended
investigations. - Apply
problem-solving skills with
multi-stage questions
encouraging independent
decisions on routes to a
solution. - Consolidate
learning with activities,
extra questions, practice
tests and answers to
selected questions online.
Available in this series:
Student Textbook Second
edition (ISBN
9781510421660) Student
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eTextbook (ISBN
9781510420595)
Whiteboard eTextbook
(ISBN 9781510420601)
Workbook (ISBN
9781510421677)
Cambridge IGCSE Maths
Student Book Letts and
Lonsdale
Fully updated, ﬂexible
resources taking an
active-learning approach
that encourages students
to aim higher in the 0500,
0524 and 0990
syllabuses. Explore the
mysterious River Congo in
Joseph Conrad's Heart of
Darkness, meet
Noppakhoa - the elephant
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who loves to paint, and
learn ﬁery facts about
rockets. Through
interesting topics and
exam-style questions, this
write-in language skills
and practice book
provides students with the
grammar practice they
need for the course and
beyond. The clear layout
of the book makes
focussing on particular
grammatical concepts
easy, allowing teachers to
tailor lessons to their
class. Suggested answers
to questions are at the
back of the book.
Cambridge Igcse
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Mathematics Cambridge
University Press
Cambridge International
AS & A Level Further
Mathematics supports
students following the
9231 syllabus. This single
coursebook
comprehensively covers
all four modules of the
syllabus and helps
support students in their
studies and develops their
mathematical skills.
Authored by experienced
teachers of Further
Mathematics, the
coursebook provides
detailed explanations and
clear worked examples

with practice exercises
and exam-style questions.
Answers are at the back
of the book.
Cambridge IGCSE
Sociology Coursebook
Hodder Education
The Cambridge IGCSE
Chemistry Revision Guide
supports students through
their course, containing
speciﬁcally designed
features to help students
apply their knowledge as
they prepare for
assessment.
Cambridge IGCSE® and O
Level Additional
Mathematics Coursebook
Hodder Education
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Endorsed by Cambridge
International
Examinations Give your
core level students the
support and framework
they require to get their
best grades with this book
dedicated to the core
level content of the latest
syllabus and written
speciﬁcally to ensure a
more appropriate pace. Gives students the
practice they require to
deepen their
understanding through
plenty of practice
questions This title has
been written for Core
content of the revised

Cambridge IGCSE
Mathematics (0580)
syllabus.
Cambridge IGCSE®
Chemistry Revision Guide
Cambridge University
Press
Send students into their
exam with the conﬁdence
to achieve their maximum
potential using step-bystep guidance that helps
to practise skills learned
and improve exam
technique. - Oﬀers
diﬀerentiation with core
and extended material
clearly - Build students'
skills constructing and
writing answers with a
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range of practice and
exam-style questions Easily identify areas for
improvement with the
answers in the back of the
book - Help students
target their revision and
focus on important
concepts and skills with
key objectives at the
beginning of every
chapter - Ensure that
students maximise their
time in the exam by
including examiner's tips
and suggestions on how
to approach questions
This Study and Revision
Guide has been updated
for the latest syllabus for
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examination from 2020.
This title has not been
through the Cambridge
Assessment International
Education endorsement
process. Available in this
series: Student Textbook
Fourth edition (ISBN
9781510421684) Student
eTextbook (ISBN
9781510420649)
Whiteboard eTextbook
(ISBN 9781510420656)
Workbook (ISBN
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9781510421707) Online
Teacher's Guide (ISBN
9781510424197) Study
and Revision Guide (ISBN
9781510421714)
Extended Cambridge
IGCSE® Mathematics
Core and Extended
Coursebook
Equip your top achievers
to excel in their
Cambridge exams with
the practice-based,
rigorous approach of
Complete Additional

Mathematics for
Cambridge IGCSE. It
completely covers the
latest Additional
Mathematics Cambridge
IGCSE & O Level syllabus.
In addition to a wealth of
practice, it includes clear
and concise explanations
and worked examples, to
fully prepare students for
top exam achievement
and the step up to further
study.
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